Reconstructing orogens without biostratigraphy: The Saharides and continental growth during the final assembly of Gondwana-Land
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A method without biostratigraphy is employed to delineate a hitherto unknown, major orogenic system of Neoproterozoic age in North Africa and Arabia in which some 5 million km² of juvenile continental crust may have been generated in some 400 Ma, i.e., 0.44 km³/a assuming a minimum thickness of 35 km for the generated crust, thus slightly less than the 1/3 of the annual average crustal growth rate globally and similar to the crustal growth rate in the Altaiids of Asia between 600 and 140 Ma, supporting the idea that the formation of the continental crust has been continuous throughout earth history, albeit with fluctuating intensity. Our method can be applied to reconstruct other complex Precambrian orogenic systems.

Significance

A method without biostratigraphy is employed to delineate a hitherto unknown, major orogenic system of Neoproterozoic age in North Africa and Arabia in which some 5 million km² of juvenile continental crust may have been generated in some 400 Ma, i.e., 0.44 km³/a assuming a minimum thickness of 35 km for the generated crust, thus slightly less than the 1/3 of the annual average crustal growth rate globally and similar to the crustal growth rate in the Altaiids of Asia between 600 and 140 Ma, supporting the idea that the formation of the continental crust has been continuous throughout earth history, albeit with fluctuating intensity. Our method can be applied to reconstruct other complex Precambrian orogenic systems.
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innumerable “terranes” on the basis of diverse criteria, such as stratigraphic sequence, rock type, metamorphic grade, and structural style, yet little correlation between them to erect an overall architecture has been attempted. Such terranes were assumed to have been independent entities housing a number of hypothetical island arcs, metamorphic massifs, or sedimentary basins that had been brought together via numerous postulated, but not documented, collisions (so-called “overlap assemblages” are often employed as the only criterion for establishing a collision), at the expense of presumed oceans, although no reconstruction of their tectonic evolution has yet emerged. This methodological blind alley of “terrano-logy” was exacerbated by the paucity of outcrop in vast areas in the Sahara. In addition, all metamorphic outcrop areas older than about 900–600 Ma in the Sahara have been assumed to form parts of what is called a Saharan metacraton (23, 24), a hypothetical entity reaching from Egypt to Mali and Algeria and believed to have fallen apart to give rise to some deformation internally, yet providing firm buttress to orogenic events around its periphery. No mechanism has been proposed for its dissolution except spontaneous lithospheric mantle delamination (25), for which there is neither a viable mechanism at this scale, nor an actualistic analog. Small pieces of craton have indeed been destroyed by heating from below by arc magmatism as in North China and in Wyoming, Colorado, and New Mexico, but both these areas are incomparably smaller than the Sahara with direct access to subduction zones.

Such models have since led to a number of internal inconsistencies: the postulated island arc terranes are impossibly smaller than the present-day arcs such as those of the Japanese islands (an ensialic arc: about 9.20 × 10⁵ km²) or the Marianas (an ensimatic arc essentially with no subduction–accretion complex: about 3.5 × 10⁵ km²); any single one of these would take up much of the volume of the Arabian-Nubian Shield (about 1.4 × 10⁶ km²). Assumed collisional sutures between terranes have none of the earmarks of the present-day collisional systems such as flanking magmatic arcs, shortening-related metamorphic cores, and attendant fold-and-thrust belts behind flexural molasse basins; at least two basins identified as molasse basins in the Arabian-Nubian Shield (15, 17, 18) not only lack accompanying structures, but have widespread calc-alkalic magmatism ranging from mafic to felsic intrusions and volcanics, not known from any Phanerozoic, orogen-marginal, molasse environment. In no cross-section in the entire Saharides can an intact island arc be reconstructed and the hypothesized magmatic island arcs seem to be only fragments of former arcs or indeed of a single, dismembered arc. Within the presumed Saharan “metacraton” subduction-related magmatism appears to have gone on during the entire evolution of the Saharides from about 900 to 500 Ma, contradicting the very concept of a craton, or indeed a metacraton (see our Fig. 2).

In order to resolve such apparent contradictions we have decided to reconstruct the tectonic environments of the Saharides...
that are familiar from the Phanerozoic orogens, such as magmatic arcs, forearc accretionary complexes and forearc basins perched atop them, various rear-arc environments, pieces of older continental crust and large fault belts using sedimentology, igneous and metamorphic petrology, geochemistry and structural geology as revealed by the available rock record and the high-quality isotopic age distribution within it (SI Appendix, Table S1). We used published geochemical assessments to distinguish juvenile versus reworked crustal pieces paying attention to what mineral was used as material. Collisional versus subduction distinction using geochemistry alone is simply not possible in evolved arcs owing to preexisting mantle and crustal histories, so we ignored any claims made on tectonic environments that employed geochemical data alone. It is critical to emphasize that once a tectonic environment is identified, it implies the existence of others related to it: for instance, a magmatic arc axis must have associated forearc and back arc structures, even if they may now appear elsewhere due to later displacement. Our purpose was to identify what we call the essential orogenic units, such as magmatic arcs, suture zones, continental margins with attendant environments, without which an orogen cannot exist, and major fault zones displacing them in toto or only partially. This procedure, a kind of comparative anatomy of orogens, brings with it the necessity to circumscribe what we call accidental orogenic units, i.e., those formed by the caprices of the ongoing deformation (analogous to broken and scattered bones of fossil vertebrates), such as strike-slip duplexes, major nappes, normal-fault-bounded rock packages. The essential units may be chopped up into accidental units while their essential tectonic evolution is still ongoing: For example, a forearc accretionary complex or an entire forearc basin may be faulted away from its parent arc while subduction is still active, as for instance in Sumatra along the Sumatra Fault and its splays such as the Batee Fault (26, 27).

A fundamental assumption of our method is the continuity, both in time and space of major subduction zones. All of the subduction zones today are continuous for thousands of kilometers and have persisted for more than 200 Ma with the exception of remnant subduction zones in areas of complex continental collision such as the Mediterranean or Southeast Asia. The spatially small subduction zones in such places are remnants of originally long ones parceled up by intervening collisions and they are all short-lived (e.g., ref. 28).

Where outcrop is rare, as in vast tracts of the Sahara, we used the available geophysical information, particularly the magnetic anomalies (29–31), to trace our units at depth connecting the scattered outcrops (Fig. 2). Magnetic anomalies are especially suitable to trace arcs and accretionary complexes because of the abundance of iron-rich minerals in them. The overall method we use is akin to the one we employed to reconstruct the largest orogenic collage in Asia, namely the Altaids (32, 33), differing

---

**Fig. 2.** (A) Map showing schematically the magnetic lineations (in dark blue) in the area of the Saharides and the locations of the points from which we report isotopic ages. For data details and sources see SI Appendix. (B) Histograms showing the isotopic ages of rocks representing distinct tectonic environments. Ophirags are fragments of ophiolites that have been dismembered in subduction zones, along collision fronts or along major strike-slip faults (56).
from it significantly, however, by the complete absence of bio-stratigraphy and the paucity of outcrop in much of the Saharides.

**Saharides: Definition**

The Saharides are an hitherto unrecognized [except a tiny strip in the extreme west by Suess (1), which he could not relate to anything to the east], major orogenic collage of Neoproterozoic Age. It extends from the Ahaggar Massif in the west to almost the Persian Gulf in the east and from the Mediterranean shores of Africa to the Sahel, thus encompassing almost the entire Sahara and the Arabian-Nubian Shield (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Its best exposures are found in the latter area, whereas in the Sahara the areas where it comes to surface are limited and confined to such outliers as Jebel Uweynat (34), Tibesti (16), and Ahaggar (19). We have defined the essential orogenic units on the basis of the available surface information culled from the literature (summarized in refs. 15–23 and those in SI Appendix, Table S2) and the strike lines, which were traced on Google Earth. We also cross-checked our mapping with the published information (Fig. 1 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1). We recognize in the Arabian-Nubian Shield five distinct accidental tectonic units representing parts of a single dismembered magmatic arc (denoted by I–V in Fig. 1), an essential orogenic unit of Late Tonian to Ediacaran Age, in which the arc massif carrying the magmatic arc axis, a well-developed forearc subduction-accretion complex and various bits of an extensive forearc basin could be identified (SI Appendix, Table S1). We have reconstructed that arc by correlating the magmatic fronts of units IV, Cryogenian, and Ediacaran ages. The alignment of the units was done by correlating their geological environments and, critically, the magmatic fronts used as structural markers to yield tie points, which were then checked with surrounding geology to corroborate the correlation. The remarkable continuity not only of the geology (rock types, structures, and timing), but also of the magmatic fronts and the unity in their movements in time with respect to the original arc massif in the reconstructed arc gave us further confidence about our reconstruction. The age of disruption of the arc by left-lateral arc-slicing strike-slip faults is almost entirely Ediacaran (Fig. 2).

Tracing the arc into the Sahara by using the very scanty outcrops alone is not safe. That is why we have compiled the available magnetic data from the entire corpus of the Saharides (Fig. 2). The trends of the magnetic lineations are parallel to subparallel with the strike lines of the Saharides in the scattered outcrops (compare Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Fig. S1) defining a south-concave orocline in the Sinai Peninsula and the north-easternmost corner of Africa. Moreover, the Mesozoic rifts under the Sahara also follow the magnetic anomalies. The rifts themselves do not cause the anomalies, because elsewhere, for example in Kenya, the Pan-African trends cross-cut the Anza Rift (29), yet the magnetic anomalies follow the orogenic trend and not the taphrogenic one. It has long been known, particularly by petroleum geologists, that the younger rifts in the Sahara follow the older Pan-African structures (35, 36). The structural trends we mapped and the trends of the magnetic lineations allowed us to show that under the Sahara the orogenic trend lines turn in such a way as to define a second, but north–north–east concave, orocline between Tibesti and Nigeria (37). The outcrops in the Ahaggar Massif and Nigeria and the sparse magnetic lineations between them gave us some control on the placement of the boundaries of the units VI through IX in the western Saharides.

Despite the paucity of surface data, we separated units VI through IX, because if it were assumed that units IV and V continue into the central Sahara intact, the arcs would have assumed unrealistic widths. Moreover, both in Nigeria and in the Ahaggar, outcropping arc environments repeat across the strike (SI Appendix, Fig. S1), indicating horizontal stacking along strike-slip faults that repeat units across their strike. We think the geometry of units depicted in Fig. 1 is the optimum interpretation now allowed by the available observations.

Once it was seen that in the Arabian Nubian Shield only a single arc satisfies the observations, we extended that interpretation and constructed a single magmatic arc from the Ahaggar to Arabia, named the Tuareg Arc, after the oldest inhabitants of the Sahara (Fig. 44). This arc has both pieces older than the Saharide evolution (e.g., in units III?, IV, VI, VII, VIII, and IX), which serve in places as Saharide arc massifs (e.g., in units III?, IV a, VII, VIII, and IX) and those almost entirely of Saharide age (e.g., in units I–V with possible exception of unit III). Some
of the juvenile forearc units (e.g., unit V) were strike-slip away from their parent arc and were inserted between arc segments separated by strike-slip faults that cut out units across their strikes, thus lengthening the original Tuareg Arc.

**Saharides: Evolution**

The existence of older continental material in the Tuareg Arc makes it likely that at least those parts probably rifted from an older continent. The age distribution of the pre-Saharide fragments in the Tuareg Arc point to the Congo-Tanzanian craton as a possible parent continent (38). When the Tuareg Arc is placed on it, the length of the arc corresponds almost exactly to the total length of the eastern and northern margins of the craton indicating that they are a plausible location for its origin. Evidence of coeval rifting both on the Congo-Tanzanian Craton and the Tuareg Arc exists as alkaline rocks along their assumed facing margins that are about 1 Ga old (39, 40), indicating the time when the Tuareg Arc partied company with the parent continent as a migratory magmatic arc (Fig. 4). This is corroborated by the presence of some Tonian strike-slip ages within the Tuareg Arc (Fig. 2).

Near the end of the Cryogenian, the westernmost part of the Tuareg Arc collided with the West African Craton giving rise to the Pharusian orogeny (41) (Fig. 4B) during which subduction-related slivers of coesite-bearing rocks came to the surface (42). This collision and the ongoing approach of the Congo-Tanzanian and the West African cratons (43) led to the internal slicing of the Tuareg Arc and its double oroclinal bending much like the western segment of the Hercynides in Europe (Fig. 4C).

Our interpretation shows that, with the exception of the Pharusian point collision, there were no continental collisions in the entire evolution of the Saharides until the final suturing of east and west Gondwana-Land in the latest Ediacaran—earliest Cambrian. This inference is corroborated by the great paucity of late Saharide-age (younger than 700 Ma) zircons in the Phanerozoic deposits of the entire Sahara suggesting the absence of eroding high mountain ranges (44–46). Even today, the Sahara lithosphere is unusually thin, rising to a maximum of some 120 km in a small area northwest of Kufra, but remaining mostly around 70–80 km on the basis of surface waves (e.g., refs. 47 and 48), notwithstanding one claim to the contrary (49). Once the Saharide evolution was completed by the tightening of the oroclines caused by the late Neoproterozoic to Cambrian intra-Gondwana-Land collision along the Mozambique suture extending from Antarctica to Arabia (50), alkalic magmatism invaded major parts of its area possibly caused by the detachment of the Saharide subduction slabs, much like the final Permian A-type granite invasion in the Altaiids (32, 33). To the north of the Saharides, a continental margin magmatic arc along the now-amalgamated Gondwana-Land northern edge, called the Protophagous Arc, began its activity that would go on to create the Hercynides and the Cimmerides during the course of the Phanerozoic (51). The abundance of magmatic zircons in the Cambrian sediments in Europe is evidence for the existence of major mountains associated with this continental margin magmatic arc resembling the present-day Sumatra or even the Andes.

**Implications**

**Reconstructing Complex Orogenic Collages in the Precambrian.** Describing past orogens in terms of the tectonic environments known from Phanerozoic orogens, however, disrupted they may be later, allows inference of structural continuity and reconstruction of their structure. This method enables the geologist, in the absence of biostratigraphy, to attempt long-distance correlations of such apparatuses as magmatic arcs and associated family of environments, in sharp contrast to the recommendations of terranology which end up creating numerous mute geographical entities impeding searches for original continuity among them (52). The method followed herein seems a powerful tool to reconstruct complex Precambrian orogenic collages and trace their evolution in time. What is needed for this method are reliable geological field data, high-quality isotopic ages tied to the field data and, where needed, subsurface geophysical data to follow orogenic trends in places of scant outcrop.

![Fig. 4. Three time-lapse frames showing the paleotectonic evolution of the Saharides. The Roman numerals correspond to the accidental unit numbers. (A) The reconstruction of the Saharides at the beginning of the Neoproterozoic. (B) The Saharides during the Cryogenian. (C) The Saharides during the Ediacaran. Key to abbreviations: CC: Congo Craton, WAC: West African Craton, MS: Man Shield.](https://www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.2015117117)
Continental Growth. The Saharides seem to have added a minimum of some 3–5 million km² of juvenile material to the continents by means of subduction–accretion fed by ensimatic portions of a magmatic arc in some 400 Ma, i.e., 0.44 km³/a assuming a minimum thickness of 35 km for the generated crust, thus slightly less than the 1/3 of the annual average crustal growth rate. Similarly and similar to the crustal growth rate in the Altai of Asia between 600 and 140 Ma. This estimate is an absolute minimum, because of the paucity of outcrop in the Sahara, but it seems that the Saharides, almost exactly as large as the Altai, may have added a similar amount of new material to the continents during their evolution. This shows that subduction–accretion may be one of the most important, if not the most important, means of enlarging the continental material on our planet and there is no need for mantle plumes (52). Their growth rate may be as fast as 0.44 km³/a along presumed collisional sutures taken as lines (e.g., refs. 43 and 54). Work both in the Altai (32, 33) and on the Saharides shows how misleading such a procedure must be. Before any global reconstruction is attempted, the strain history of the orogenic systems separating cratonic areas ought to be established lest unrealistic paleogeographies are obtained. Reconstructing the strain history in orogenic belts may even help establish latitudinal control for the flanking cratons, as arc “bridges” such as the Kipunji in the Altai and the Tuareg in the Saharides may provide maximum separation distances between former continents along the parallels and timing and magnitude of the change that distance may undergo.

Continental Reconstructions. Continental reconstructions are almost always done on the basis of paleomagnetic and biogeographical data using their present shapes or cutting up those shapes along presumed collisional sutures taken as lines (e.g., refs. 43 and 54). Work both in the Altai (32, 33) and on the Saharides shows how misleading such a procedure must be. Before any global reconstruction is attempted, the strain history of the orogenic systems separating cratonic areas ought to be established lest unrealistic paleogeographies are obtained. Reconstructing the strain history in orogenic belts may even help establish latitudinal control for the flanking cratons, as arc “bridges” such as the Kipunji in the Altai and the Tuareg in the Saharides may provide maximum separation distances between former continents along the parallels and timing and magnitude of the change that distance may undergo.

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and SI Appendix.
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